Terms and conditions I’Velo RELAX

/ In order to benefit from the bicycles within the I’Velo program, the applicants must acquire the status
of user. The status of user is acquired by registering at the office of the rental center, bearing the
personal ID, in original and celebrating the rental/use contract.

/The IDs accepted are: VALID AND PERSONAL identity cards, passports and driving licenses.

/ 2 OR MANY BICYCLES CANNOT BE RENTED BASED ON 1 VALID IDENTITY DOCUMENT.

/ BICYCLES CANNOT BE RENTED BASED ON PROVISIONAL OR EXPIRED IDs.

/ The personnel of the center must check the validity of the ID, as well as the identity of the applicant.

/If suspicions are raised on the applicant’s identity, the personnel of the center will ask supplementary
ID. The applicant will be denied the bicycle rental, even following the submission of a supplementary ID,
if suspicions are maintained related to his/her identity due to an obvious disaccord between the data of
the identity documents and the actually ascertained situation.

The applicant must communicate to the personnel of the rental centers if he/she drank alcoholic drinks,
drugs or any hallucinogenic substances and not pick-up the bicycle/bicycles if he/she is under any of the
aforementioned situations. The conclusion of the bicycle rental/hand-over contract will be denied if the
applicant denies /omits to communicate the things mentioned above, as well as if reasonable suspicions
arise related to the fact that the applicant incurs under any of the aforementioned conditions. The
conclusion of the contract and the delivery of the bicycle will also be denied to a person acting under a
non corresponding and non civilized manner, presenting physical or verbal violence manifestations or
under any other reasoned cases.
/Considering that people acquire the legal capacity to work when are aged 16 and, together with
pensioners, that have mainly more reduced income, the bicycles may have the free status (applicable for
maximum 2 hours of use of bicycles) or against payment depending on the user type, as follows:

Free status:
/people aged under 16 (the bicycle rental is made based on a document that should certify the age);
/retired people (the bicycle rental is made based on the identity document, and based on the pension
slip);
Status on a fee:
/people who do not classify within the free status.
The user must be minimum 14 to use or, as the case may be, to rent the bicycle. Children under 14 must
be accompanied by an adult in charge with the child supervision who will sign the contract and will be
liable to the safety of the child under 14. Pursuant to art. 70 (2) of the Emergency Ordinance no.
195/2002 regarding the traffic on public roads, minor children under 14 must not ride bicycles on public
roads, therefore they are not allowed to ride outside the park perimeter where the rental center is
situated, Green Revolution is not liable for any consequence resulted from the use of the bicycle by
minor children under 14 outside the park.
When coming to the rental center, an adult can ask at most 3 (three) bicycles, among which 1 (one)
rented to his/her own use and maximum 2 (two) used for the users that classify within the
aforementioned categories.
Delaying in returning the bicycles has the following consequences:
•
for the failure to return the bicycle when due, the user will pay to Green Revolution Association
a fixed price as a fee of 5 RON per hour /bicycle per each delay hour that exceeds the time reserved
previously. The 5 RON fee is applied not fractioned, starting with the first minute of each delay hour.
•
if the user fails to return the bicycle within maximum 48 hours, the deed of the user may
represent the infringement of abuse of trust, sentenced, pursuant to art. 238 of the criminal Code, with
prison between 3 months and 2 years or with fine, in this case the law enforcement bodies will be
announced immediately.

Green Revolution Association is registered with the general registry of The National Supervisory
Authority for Personal Data Processing under number 14098/ July 22, 2010 and is registered with The
National Supervisory Authority for Personal Data Processing as personal data operator under no. 17259,
processing the personal data supplied by the users to the following purposes: statistics, advertising,
marketing and publicity, as well as related to „i’Velo” project. By singing the rental/hand-over contract,
the user expresses his/her express agreement to process his/her personal data, including the personal
number (CNP), to the aforementioned purposes, under the conditions disposed in the rental /hand-over
contracts.

According to Law no. 677/2001, regarding the people protection related to personal data processing and
free circulation of data, the user enjoys of the access right, of the intervention right on data, as well as of
the right not to be referred to an individual decision. The user has the right to oppose the personal data
processing regarding him/her and to ask the data deletion. To exercise these rights, the user can address
by written, dated and signed letter at the office of Green Revolution Association or by e-mail, at
ivelo@greenrevolution.ro. The user is also recognized the right to sue before the competent courts of
law. The deletion of personal data can be requested to the employee from the rental center when
returning the bicycle.

